Rising financial crime costs banks millions of dollars every year. Check fraud
forms a significant chunk of financial crime losses. Unmanned kiosks and the
ability to upload just a picture of the check have made it somewhat easier for
anyone to deposit fraudulent, counterfeit, fictitious, and altered checks. For
banks that typically process 75–100 thousand checks a day, identifying and
preventing check fraud remains a sizeable challenge — one that could result in
operational losses upwards of USD 40 million per annum. In this article, I want to
explore why check fraud still leads to financial and reputational losses and how
intelligent digital operations can minimize them.
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Why are banks losing money to check fraud?
Banks obviously have processes and automation

watermarks, logos, etc. This results in two things —

in place to deal with fraudulent checks. Every

either the system fails to identify a fraudulent check,

check that comes in goes through a system that

passing it and leading to loss of money that way, or

uses analytical rule sets or pattern analyses to

the system identifies a good check as a fraud and

identify fraudulent checks. If the system senses

passes it on to the manual team to process. These

something wrong with a check, it filters those

false positives lead to additional cost implications for

out and sends them to a manual team to check

the banks as they need more people to work on

further. These large manual teams scrutinize the

processing these checks.

checks and decide whether to acquit it or hold it
and flag it as fraud.

In addition, if these costly teams are not trained well

However, this is not a very efficient system.

and balances to follow, or if a process is not adhered

Unfortunately, the rules that the upstream

to, there is a high chance of errors and omissions.

analytics engines operate on are basic — they

This means the manual team is not fail-proof. They

operate on rules such as is this the highest
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amount of check ever issued by this customer?

leading to losses. What makes this even more

Is the check number out of sequence? Is it stale

complicated is that holding a check that is not a

dated? The system cannot identify instances of

fraud negatively affects the experience of
a genuine customer.

physical alterations, stolen checks, suspicious

or they don’t have an iron-clad process and checks

As we see it, there are two main challenges banks face:

 An inadequate automated system upstream with a low accuracy of fraud identification
 Big teams with loose process adherence downstream that increase cost while still leading to errors

Can digital operations solve these challenges?

Can digital operations solve these challenges?
In short, the answer is yes. We’ve applied
In short, the answer is yes. We’ve applied
artificial intelligence (AI) to the upstream
artificial intelligence (AI) to the upstream
system along with process design and
system along with process design and
intelligent automation to the downstream
intelligent automation to the downstream
systems to achieve 50-60% operational loss
systems to achieve 50-60% operational loss
reduction for our clients.
reduction for our clients.
For instance, we helped a US regional bank
For instance, we helped a US regional bank
cut operational losses from USD 25 million per
cut operational losses from USD 25 million per
annum to less than USD 3 million in six months.
annum to less than USD 3 million in six months.
Our digital operations team took end-to-end
Our digital operations team took end-to-end
responsibility for performing manual checks
responsibility for performing manual checks
on this bank’s deposit and check items that
on this bank’s deposit and check items that
numbered close to 10,000 items per day.
numbered close to 10,000 items per day.
We stabilized the process, bringing in new
We stabilized the process, bringing in new
checks and balances, and then deployed our
checks and balances, and then deployed our

AI engine upstream for enhancing detection and risk
AI engine upstream for enhancing detection and risk
rating. This not only cut down false positives for the
rating. This not only cut down false positives for the
downstream manual team by 40% but also helped
downstream manual team by 40% but also helped
reduce operational losses by ensuring better
reduce operational losses by ensuring better
decision-making by the manual team. Daily loss
decision-making by the manual team. Daily loss
threshold setting, reporting, and monitoring using
threshold setting, reporting, and monitoring using
daily dashboards ensured that any deviations were
daily dashboards ensured that any deviations were
identified in real-time and learnings fed back
identified in real-time and learnings fed back
upstream to augment the AI engine’s capability for
upstream to augment the AI engine’s capability for
detection and risk rating. Our approach helped
detection and risk rating. Our approach helped
reduce the overall losses by close to 90% for not
reduce the overall losses by close to 90% for not
only the items being incorrectly decisioned earlier
only the items being incorrectly decisioned earlier
by manual teams but also for items that were
by manual teams but also for items that were
passing through undetected by the bank’s old
passing through undetected by the bank’s old
analytics-based rulesets.
analytics-based rulesets.
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Detect and prevent check fraud with SLK
Our AI engine is leagues ahead of simple analytical engines when it comes to identifying fraud. It can
compare checks at an image level with all previously issued good checks to identify physical alterations.
It augments the analysis with rulesets enabled within the Artificial Intelligence Engine and gives a risk score
to every check. Based on the score, a check is either cleared without manual intervention or flagged with
our proprietary risk scoring for manual teams to augment their decision-making (See Fig 1).
This capability stops fewer fraudulent checks from passing through the system and also reduces the
number

of false positives that the manual team has to deal with. But the benefits don’t stop there.

For the downstream operations, for all the checks that are still coming in for manual scrutiny, there is still
significant scope for improvement. We deploy digitization, automation, and lean offshore manual teams to
strengthen the downstream process, ensure stringent checks and balances, and guarantee process
compliance.

SLK’s check fraud detection and prevention engine
SLK AI Fraud Detection Engine
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Figure 1: SLK’s Check Fraud Detection and Prevention Engine

The true value of digital operations lies in the fact that the service provider takes on the entire ownership of the
process. And instead of the traditional approach to bring in efficiencies with labor arbitrage alone, we deploy AI and
automation to maximize ROI. Some of the benefits it translates to are as follows:

Augment or replace your current ruleset:
Our AI Engine can augment the current rule set of banks by adding AI capability to check stock anomaly detection and
signature verification. In addition, it can also provide an additional rule set across various parameters, which can
strengthen the bank’s current rule set or replace it.
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Risk flagging:
SLK uses its proprietary risk-scoring mechanism to score each
check based on one or multiple anomalies detected on the item
and either auto acquit it based on high confidence scores or refer
it for manual review with a clear flagging of potential anomalies to
help manual teams make quicker and correct decisions.

Reduction in cost of manual inspections:
By flagging only the right items to the manual teams, we reduce
the total number of items being sent for manual verification,
thereby reducing unnecessary effort, team size, and costs.

Guaranteed operational loss reduction:
SLK baselines the bank’s current operational losses and
post-deployment predicts and assures the extent to which
losses can be reduced by the use of the AI Engine.

Improved customer satisfaction:
Visual flag indications to manual verification teams reduces
the chances of holding back a good check, reducing overall
customer complaints and potential loss of a customer for the
bank.

Integration with bank’s enterprise systems:
For improved risk rating and fraud detection, SLK’s AI engine
can receive input from existing rule sets and scores, use these in
combination with our own scores and generate a combined risk
score to enhance detection and reduce false positives.

Upfront savings with a unique commercial model:
Our transaction-based pricing model assures 60-70% cost
savings upfront over a three-year period. We bundle the cost
of automation, manual exception processing, software, licenses,
RPA tools, etc., and offer a single price point that gives the
process owner a 65–70% savings on their current cost of
operation.

Start on a intelligent journey to financial crime prevention
When it comes to financial crime prevention, check fraud detection is just one step in the entire journey. AI and
automation have the potential to break the siloes for fraud detection and proactively flag fraudulent activities
across transaction types and accounts, resulting in significantly better outcomes for the banks.

SLK is a global technology services provider focused on bringing AI, intelligent automation, and analytics together to create
leading-edge technology solutions for our customers through a culture of partnership, led by an evolutionary mindset. For over
20 years, we've helped organizations across diverse industries - insurance providers, financial service organizations, investment
management companies, and manufacturers - reimagine their business and solve their present and future needs. Being A Great
Place To Work Certified, we encourage an approach of constructively challenging the status quo in all that we do to enable peak
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business performance for our customers and for ourselves, through disruptive technologies, applied innovation, and purposeful
automation. Find out how we help leading organizations reimagine their business at https://www.slksoftware.com/
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